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Questions about Instructor
1. The instructor maintained an appropriate pace
through the material.

Statistics

Value

2. The instructor was responsive to my
communications in a timely manner.

Statistics

Value

Mean

4.64

Mean

4.82

Standard Deviation

0.67

Standard Deviation

0.40

3. The online materials and communication clearly
presented course content.

4. The instructor evaluates in a fair manner.

Statistics
Statistics

Value

Mean

4.73

Standard Deviation

0.47

5. The instructor is willing to give individual
assistance.

Mean

4.91

Standard Deviation

0.30

6. The instructor treats students with respect.

Statistics
Statistics

Value

Mean

4.82

Standard Deviation

0.40
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Value

Value

Mean

4.91

Standard Deviation

0.30
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Questions about Instructor (continued)
7. The instructor is adequately meeting the
goals/objectives of this course.

8. The instructor teaches well in an online setting.

Statistics
Statistics

Value

Mean

4.82

Standard Deviation

0.40
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Value

Mean

4.91

Standard Deviation

0.30
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Instructor Questions: Comparative Scores
Overall

1. The instructor maintained an appropriate pace through the material.

2. The instructor was responsive to my communications in a timely manner.

3. The online materials and communication clearly presented course content.

4. The instructor evaluates in a fair manner.
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Instructor Questions: Comparative Scores (continued)
5. The instructor is willing to give individual assistance.

6. The instructor treats students with respect.

7. The instructor is adequately meeting the goals/objectives of this course.

8. The instructor teaches well in an online setting.
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Comments:
Comments
I have enjoyed this class a great deal and Professor Girard is very personable and responds quickly and truly seems to
care. However, I despise group projects. I was placed on a team where I have completed almost this entire course by
myself. All of the assignments are supposed to be a team activity culminating in a team group project. We are now 10
days out of submitting and my "team" has not contributed at all to much of anything. I understand the need for group
projects as a teaching tool and life lesson. However, I can not lead a bad team if they never respond to any messages
or acknowledge my existence. I cannot give Dr. Girard a bad review because I genuinely like this class and him as an
instructor. I would only suggest he change his grading. The group project counts for half of my overall grade. Now, it has
to be said that he gives the opportunity to "vote" a bad apple off of the island. In my case my whole team would be voted
off and I would be doing everything solo, which is what I am doing anyway. So, I do not have a problem with a group
project, I have an issue with it counting for 50% of my grade when I am on a team by myself essentially.
I normally don't like group project online classes. Fortunately for me in this class I was placed in a strong group and we
where able to complete the course.
One of the best instructors I’ve had. He made the course fun and manageable for everyone. This was also the best
teamwork I’ve had with a group in any of my classes. The way he constructed the assignments and projects made it
easier to work with others. The videos were great as well because he explained everything in a short and timely
manner.
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